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As video systems move from analog NTSC to HD digital video, it is
them accurate time stamping, real time
some of the tradeoffs and benefits
metadata. We will explore the impact
positional control and data recovery when
Further some the side effects
accomplish transport will be discussed

As technology changes we hav
become common to all of us in the business of technology and some of it stays focused on those
directly participating in it. We also know that few solutions are perfect. So as technology
changes some things get better, perhaps a lot better, but new tradeoffs and new problems arise.
This is certainly the case in transitioning from analog NTSC video to digital video. We have
had some exposure to digital
video capture cards and software. But the SMPTE standards of 259M, 344M, 292M and 454M
all define digital video that starts at the source;
whole different animal.

SDI vs. Analog NTSC video

We are all well familiar with the
NTSC (RS170A) video signal
Figure 1, it is comprised of horizontal and vertical
sync, an active video area, a
and specified voltage levels that define black and
saturated white signals. There is also the vertical
interval that includes field/frame sync and black
lines that are not normally in the display area.
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ABSTRACT

As video systems move from analog NTSC to HD digital video, it is also important to
, real time text and graphics insertion capabilities. We

benefits between direct video insertion and data insertion in
metadata. We will explore the impact transmission infrastructure has on time accuracy,

control and data recovery when transporting HD-SDI video from source to destination
the side effects of compression tools used (e.g. JPEG 2000, MPEG, H.264) to

will be discussed.

Introduction

As technology changes we have all learned that language changes with it. Some of the terms
become common to all of us in the business of technology and some of it stays focused on those
directly participating in it. We also know that few solutions are perfect. So as technology

nges some things get better, perhaps a lot better, but new tradeoffs and new problems arise.
This is certainly the case in transitioning from analog NTSC video to digital video. We have
had some exposure to digital video, which is taking analog NTSC output and digitizing it in
video capture cards and software. But the SMPTE standards of 259M, 344M, 292M and 454M

video that starts at the source; a camera or other sensor. This

What is different?

Analog NTSC video

We are all well familiar with the wave form of an
NTSC (RS170A) video signal. As shown in

is comprised of horizontal and vertical
a color burst signal

and specified voltage levels that define black and
There is also the vertical

interval that includes field/frame sync and black
re not normally in the display area.

Figure 1: NTSC Video Wave Form

to HD Digital Video

important to move with
capabilities. We will explore

between direct video insertion and data insertion into the SDI
infrastructure has on time accuracy,

video from source to destination.
tools used (e.g. JPEG 2000, MPEG, H.264) to

e all learned that language changes with it. Some of the terms
become common to all of us in the business of technology and some of it stays focused on those
directly participating in it. We also know that few solutions are perfect. So as technology

nges some things get better, perhaps a lot better, but new tradeoffs and new problems arise.
This is certainly the case in transitioning from analog NTSC video to digital video. We have

put and digitizing it in
video capture cards and software. But the SMPTE standards of 259M, 344M, 292M and 454M

camera or other sensor. This digital video is a

: NTSC Video Wave Form
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These lines are commonly used to hold encoded digital data. The TV networks place time
marks, advertiser codes and other information to coordinate network affiliates and bill sponsors.

An SDI digital signal (Figure 2) is a data stream. It is the nearest cousin to the analog NTSC
signal and is its digital video equivalent. It has similar components; an active video area, a
leading sync called start
of active video (SAV)
and a trailing sync called
end of active video
(EAV). It has no
equivalent of a color
burst signal, but has an
ancillary packet (ANC)
and a line counter (LN).
There is also a CRC
block.

The ANC packets are
used to store data related to the video. There is one packet for each horizontal line referred to as
the HANC and one for each frame referred as the vertical ancillary packet (VANC).

The overall video data rate is a variable unlike the standard bandwidth of NTSC. Bit rates are
determined by the pixel resolution, pixel depth and frame rate. Basic bit rates range from 40
Mbits/second for a standard definition data stream to 3 Gbits/sec for a 1080p HD data stream.
SDI decoders use the basic bit rates to determine the core resolution of the incoming signal to
initiate the synchronization process.

The active video area is like the analog signal equivalent. It is the image content.

The SAV and EAV are fixed markers defined by SMPTE 291M for the SDI stream. The ANC is
a packet or metadata is not in the video. In broadcast use, some of this area is defined by
SMPTE to hold up to 16 channels of related encoded audio data, some is for a SMPTE time code
and then there is a user area for data that is specific to an application.

Anyone familiar with edge encoding of analog video to embed machine readable data will
appreciate that SDI video streams have frame related built in places to store machine readable
information. A fair amount of data can be retained in the ANC packets and none of it is in the
active video area; a benefit to be sure.

Synchronization

Synchronization used to be detection of a voltage level in the video stream that was below a
blanking level. Color was derived by demodulating the phase of the chroma information with
respect to a color burst signal (3.58 MHz). Digital video now detects a bit pattern in a stream
(e.g. SAV and EAV). Illumination strength and color are defined by the values of bits encoded
in a pixel. Video resolution is not simply defined by bandwidth and scan lines, but pixel depth,
scan lines and scan rate. Unless there are undetectable and uncorrectable bit errors in the data
stream, image information can’t interfere with sync. Saturation and black are precise values.
Color is a precisely set value pixel by pixel at the time of encoding. Level detection, color phase

Figure 2: SDI Stream (National Semiconductor, 2005)
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no longer drifts or is subject to noise. Just as with digital audio, the only noise present has been
coded into the signal. That is, as long as bit error rates are controlled, detectable and correctable.

Resolution

While digital video has many resolutions, the most commonly used are 640 (pixels/line) by 480
(lines), 1268x720 and 1920x1080. In the USA, the NTSC standard definition TV resolution is
704x480 (4:3 pixel aspect ratio) which is equivalent to 640×480 when the pixels are square. For
HD video, the most widely used resolutions are 1268x720 and 1920x1080. Both are 16:9
format. The first measure of picture quality and image detail is pixel resolution. But pixels
themselves have resolution.

Pixels

Pixels are pixels, right? No. A pixel is a sample of the image luminescence (brightness) and
chroma (color value) of a given scan line. When image resolution is specified, pixel resolution is
the number of samples taken per line, e.g. 640, 1268 or 1920.

The range of brightness of a pixel is a critical part of the detail we see in any digital video image.
The number of steps of brightness (dark to light) is determined by the pixel depth and can be any
value from 1 (light/dark) to 256 shades (8 bits) and more. The more shades, the more detail can
be represented in the display, thus more resolution. A pixel is also made up of color elements.

When mixing light to create a spectrum of colors, one uses the primary colors of red, green and
blue (RGB). As you know, to generate a specific color each primary color must be set to a
specific strength. The mix renders the desired color. The number of colors one can make is
determined by the number of shades of each primary color one can specify. An 8-bit primary
color depth defines 256 shades. When applied to all three primary colors one can render 16
million colors (i.e. 3 x 28 bits results in a 24 bit color spectrum). This pixel depth is typically
what is in use today high definition video. But 24 bits isn’t the end-all. There are 30 bit and 36
bit systems with resolutions of over 4000 lines for cinema level digital video.

Data Rates

With NTSC video you need a 6 MHz bandwidth to transmit television quality video from the
camera to the screen; perhaps
8 MHz to retain studio quality.
But digital video bandwidth
requirements are a variable. What
is needed… all depends.

When one calculates a bit rate, the
pixel resolution, pixel depth and
frame rate must all be specified.
In general interlaced formats are at
30 Hz frame rates and progressive

formats are at 60 Hz frame rates,
thus double the data rate for the same line x pixel count resolution.

Resolution Type Frame
Rate

Mbit/Sec colors (k)

352x480i SDTV 30 46 262

640x480i 640 30 166 262

640x480p EDTV 60 442 16,777

1268x720i HD-TV 30 657 16,777

1268x720p HD-TV 60 1,315 16,777

1920x1080i 1920 30 1,493 16,777

1920x1080p 1920 60 2,986 16,777

Table 1: Resolutions, Frame and Bit Rate



Table 1 lists raw bit rate just for the video itself. The
for SAV, EAV, LN, CRC and

As you can see as resolution increases and one chooses between interlace and progressive scan
imagery, data rates go up geometrically.

In August of 2010, ITS set out to d
video inserter. The analog product is robust;
surround colors. It can insert
crosshair and a bore site graphic
receive IRIG B time code and insert that precisely
in the video fully synchronized to each frame.

This was designed using a Z80 8
running at 4 MHz, a 320 CE gate array, a 20
video amplifier, D/A converter and a few other miscellaneous parts

The 6980G-HD product is a bit
embedded GPS receiver to generate synchronous time stamps. It can still take a
too. But in the end it inserts
text; up to 4,000 characters.
It can do this with 16 colors
and has more fonts. It can
even insert an uploaded bit
mapped graphic.

This board has two FPGAs.
The 25K CE Altera Cyclone
part serves as the main
controller with an embedded
32 bit RISC processor running at 1
Ethernet and control functions. The
the HD-SDI video. This part
we developed to form an SDI processing
performs SerDes, reads/writes VANC data and reads/writes pixel data. When writing time
the metadata, it can do so to w
text that is to be overlaid on the video, the graphic identifiers, etc
are 685 parts on this 6 layer board, with more on the bottom than the top. While it can do a bit
more than our NTSC 6980, in the end the HD
in and HD-SDI out. A huge difference in the design and technology required to accomplish
what we as a community have been doing for 3

The complexity, speed and data buffering needed to accomplish inse
video is why HD video equipment
accustomed to in the analog video world. But the issue
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just for the video itself. The actual bit rates are slightly higher to allow
and the metadata.

As you can see as resolution increases and one chooses between interlace and progressive scan
rates go up geometrically.

Electronics

set out to design an HD-SDI version of our popular 6980 single channel
product is robust; it has a couple of fonts, white, black and black

can insert 30 lines of text, a
graphic. The 6980 can
and insert that precisely

in the video fully synchronized to each frame.

a Z80 8-bit processor
CE gate array, a 20 MHz

video amplifier, D/A converter and a few other miscellaneous parts; 150 all told.

a bit more robust as it has a 10/100/1000 Ethernet interface and an
embedded GPS receiver to generate synchronous time stamps. It can still take a

characters.

This board has two FPGAs.
yclone

part serves as the main
n embedded

processor running at 100 MHz! There is a full RTOS on board handling the
Ethernet and control functions. The 43K CE Altera Arria part is doing only one thing; handling

SDI video. This part that utilizes purchased IP cores we have modified
SDI processing engine that will be used in many products.

performs SerDes, reads/writes VANC data and reads/writes pixel data. When writing time
within tens of microseconds on each frame. This engine writ

text that is to be overlaid on the video, the graphic identifiers, etc into the VANC as well
are 685 parts on this 6 layer board, with more on the bottom than the top. While it can do a bit
more than our NTSC 6980, in the end the HD-SDI 6980 is a one channel inserter having HD

SDI out. A huge difference in the design and technology required to accomplish
what we as a community have been doing for 35 years.

The complexity, speed and data buffering needed to accomplish insertion functions in digital
equipment is so much more expensive than what we have been

accustomed to in the analog video world. But the issues and costs don’t stop here.

are slightly higher to allow

As you can see as resolution increases and one chooses between interlace and progressive scan

SDI version of our popular 6980 single channel
a couple of fonts, white, black and black

150 all told.

Ethernet interface and an
embedded GPS receiver to generate synchronous time stamps. It can still take an IRIG B input

MHz! There is a full RTOS on board handling the
Altera Arria part is doing only one thing; handling

we have modified and original IP
in many products. This engine

performs SerDes, reads/writes VANC data and reads/writes pixel data. When writing time into
. This engine writes the

into the VANC as well. There
are 685 parts on this 6 layer board, with more on the bottom than the top. While it can do a bit

80 is a one channel inserter having HD-SDI
SDI out. A huge difference in the design and technology required to accomplish

rtion functions in digital
is so much more expensive than what we have been

and costs don’t stop here.
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Transport

A big difference in handing HD video is the systems it may take to move the picture from the
source (camera) to the destination (recorder or display). In the studio, the sources and
destinations are close by. SMPTE specifies drive capability for SDI equipment to support 75Ω
coax to 100 meters. There is a lot of silicon available in the market to support driving the cable
and receiving the bit streams to meet this specification. Therefore, raw video can be moved from
cameras to composition, editing and direction stations in real time directly.

On a test range, things are different. The cameras and displays/recorders are often miles apart.
The means to transport video from source to destination include microwave radio, long coax
runs, Ethernet, optical fiber and new things one day. The pathways make many stops,
interchanges and control points along the way.

The transport systems available vary widely and so do the bandwidths available. The range is
6 MHz (or less) to 1-2 GHz if you are lucky enough to have an optical fiber network.

In order to transition to meaningful HD digital video, one wants to have sources with at least
720p resolution. Many wish for 1080p resolution. After all, 1080p is available on TV, right?
Not really. Broadcast television is 1080i. Blueray disk can be 1080p. This however is a local
source and it is highly compressed (H.264 is a standard for this media).

In transitioning from NTSC analog video to HD, not only are the cameras and the lenses even
more expensive, but the transport infrastructure needed to move the video is more costly as well.

Why? Data rate. All of us want images from the source be unmodified along the way to the
recorder or the display. We want our images often to be in real time as we have become
accustomed to in an analog video world (except in telemetry situations of course!). With a target
of having instantaneous display of 1080p images from a camera source five miles down range,
you need to be able to support a raw data rate of 2.9 Gigabit/sec. Not unobtainium, but almost at
this point in time. This bandwidth may never be available in a radiated medium One can’t get
there via the most advanced Ethernet. Fiber and short run coax is probably all that can be done.

So how do you transport HD video over long distances? Data compression.

The Compression Beast

MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, MPEG-4 Part 10, H.264, Motion JPEG, JP2000 are all terms we
have heard and are an evolution of schemes to compress the data in a picture or series of related
pictures to reduce the data rate need to transport them form source to destination.

Explaining the compression techniques, their math and strategies is out of the scope of this
paper. There are many sources to explore this subject in depth.

Having said that, an article found on the web by Jae-Beom Lee of Intel Corporation and Hari
Kalva of Florida Atlantic University (Lee) states that “digital video has significant redundancies
and eliminating or reducing those redundancies results in compression. Video compression can
be lossy or lossless. Lossless video compression reproduces identical video after de-
compression. We primarily consider lossy compression that yields perceptually equivalent, but
not identical video compared to the uncompressed source. Video compression is typically
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achieved by exploiting four types of redundancies: 1) perceptual, 2) temporal, 3) spatial, and 4)
statistical redundancies.”

They go on to explain that “Perceptual redundancies refer to the details of a picture that a
human eye cannot perceive.”…” Because of the large number of rods, the human eye is more
sensitive to variations in intensity than variation in color. The RGB color space does not closely
match the human visual perception. The YCbCr color space (also known as YUV), where Y gives
the average brightness of a picture and Cb and Cr give the chrominance components, matches
the human visual perception better. The YCbCr representation thus allows exploiting the
characteristics of the visual perception better.”

In discussing temporal frequency sensitivity they point out that “Human visual persistence is
about 1/16 of a second under normal lighting conditions and decreases as brightness increases.
Persistence property can be exploited to display video sequence as a set of pictures displayed at
a constant rate greater than the persistence of vision. For example, movies are shown at 24
frames per second and require very low brightness levels inside the movie theater. The TV, on
the other hand, is much brighter and requires a higher display rate.”

Then there are spatial frequency sensitivities of the eye that is frequency of the change in picture
levels. Here they point out that “as the spatial frequencies increase, the ability of the eye to
discriminate between the changing levels decreases. The eye can resolve color and detail only to
a certain extent. Any detail that cannot be resolved is averaged. This property of the eye is called
spatial integration.”

The spatial integration property can be exploited to remove or reduce higher frequency level
changes without affecting the perceived quality. This is why in NTSC analog video, the
bandwidth allotted to modulate color is about 1/3 of that for luminescence.

So before compression begins, the raw RGB color captured by a source such as a camera is
transformed into YCbCr color space. This transformation is the first step in compression
because it reduces bit count without sacrificing any perceived image quality… to the eye that is.
Essentially this scheme makes a super pixel for color values (Cb & Cr) while luma information
(Y) remains at the image resolution. There are several YCbCr formats. In the 4:4:4, format
luma and color are at the same resolution as the pixel resolution. This is a very high detail
image. There is no data compression benefit, and from a human perception point of view no
benefit over the 4:2:2 format. 4:4:2 format makes a super pixel for the color components that are
twice a large as the luma pixel. 4:2:2 sampling saves about 1/3 of the data space relative to
4:4:4. Used in many systems such as DVD and HDTV is 4:2:0 where the color super pixel is
4 times the size of the luma pixel. 4:2:0 sampling reduces bit count by 2 over RGB space.

In addition to providing a bit of background, it is important to remember from this discussion
that compression strategies in digital video are designed to minimize data storage and channel
bandwidth by taking advantages of the foibles of the eye. Preservation of the data itself is not
the central theme. Therefore, compression algorithms may obscure and lose information that is
embedded in the video as the compression demand grows.
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There are many fans of one type of compression approach or another. The basic MPEG strategy
is to make a mosaic out of an image and compress each mosaic. Mosaics of 16x16 pixels are
commonly used. One can see in
the most basic way that a scene
with a blank wall in the
background will offer a 16x16
areas that only requires a little bit
of data to tell a decompressor how
to reconstruct it. MPEG
techniques also group a series of
pictures together to create chains
of reference frames and
interframes. The reference frames
are compressed as much as
possible without compromising
any data. The interframes are
comprised of skeletal images that
are essentially the changes
between the reference frame and
the current or nearest interframe. Predictive algorithms can/are used to interpolate motion
between frames to smooth out motion aliasing. Often to implement these algorithms the order of
frames compressed in a group of images is shuffled to help the decompressor reverse the process
efficiently. Above, The H.264|MPEG-4 AVC (IEEE, 2011) Coding Standard, depicts the
processing steps to yield high quality images (to the eye) at high compression ratios.

JPEG 2000 uses a wavelet strategy. Still a mosaic, but each macro block is further divided into
resolution layers. This makes
JPEG 2000 coding/decoding is a
scalable process. An artifact of
scalability can be seen when an
image improves as the decode
process takes place. The key
benefit here is that a wavelet
retains the fine detail better at the
same level of compression than
the mosaic strategy. JPEG 2000
does not use interframes as
MPEG encoding uses. That
means every frame is there, unless
frames have to be dropped to meet
bandwidth limits.

In the end, though, the problem is the same. The amount of data that has to be moved must fit
into the available bandwidth.

Table 2 shows data rates that can be expected when applying a range of compression algorithms
to video streams of a common range of resolutions.
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Table 2 Data Rates

Resolution Type
Frame
Rate

Mbit/S Mbit/S
MPEG-2

H.261
lossless

MPEG-2
H.263

JPEG
2000

H.264
MPEG-
4AVC

Average
Compression

Ratio
10 30 40 50 60

352x480i1 SDTV 30 46 46 4.56 1.52 1.14 0.91 0.76

640x480i 640 30 166 166 16.59 5.53 4.15 3.32 2.76

640x480p EDTV 60 442 442 44.24 14.75 11.06 8.85 7.37

1268x720i HD-TV 30 657 657 65.73 21.91 16.43 13.15 10.96

1268x720p HD-TV 60 1,315 1,315 131.47 43.82 32.87 26.29 21.91

1920x1080i 1920 30 1,493 1,493 149.30 49.77 37.32 29.86 24.88

1920x1080p 1920 60 2,986 2,986 298.60 99.53 74.65 59.72 49.77

As you can see even H.264, a very efficient high quality algorithm, cannot provide enough
compression to pass a 480p image through a 6 MHz channel. Ethernet 100 requires the
maximum compression of JPEG 2000 or H.264 to pass just one 1080p data stream.

The Compression Tradeoff

While compression can address the transport problem, it has been shown it is not without a price.
Lossless compression would be best. All the data is there all of the time. Any detail you want to
see is there. Any nuance is there unless of course have transformed the RGB to YCbCr space.
You may not see this difference, but if one is extracting data from the video, something may be
missing that a computer could have seen.

As the required compression ratio increases, one has to find a way to eliminate content. Some
bits can be eliminated by differentiation, some by grouping images together. These techniques
will yield compression in the 10-30 range. As available bandwidth goes down, one has to
compromise more and more. Eventually, frames may have to be dropped or frame rate reduced,
pixel depth must be reduced, the mosaic structure must grow in MPEG or the layer parameters of
JPEG2000 must change.

All encoders give the user choices. Not all encoders work the same. Much like your SLR still
camera, you can chose between image quality and frame rate priority. Image quality priority will
reduce frame rate in lieu of compromising image data. If you are trying to see and time things
that happen quickly, this choice may cause you to miss an event. Frame rate priority may cause
you to lose the resolution to see a small detail well enough to analyze. The compression
tradeoff is new when transitioning to digital video and it is dynamic. The choice depends on the
transport bandwidth available, the resolution needed and what you are trying to measure.

Care is the word. There are many choices and those choices in part depend on what you are
trying to measure, see and what environment exists in the view. You will get different results

1 When interlacing, half of the vertical line count is sent at twice the frame rate in a manner similar to NTSC
interlace video. Full HD progressive scan is sent at higher frame rates to eliminate temporal flicker effects. HTDV
up to now (2011) is 1080i as there is not sufficient bandwidth even at an H.264 compression rates to support 1080p.
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for different situations, transport bandwidth, software, hardware, cameras and just about
anything in the chain.

Latency

Latency is a bit more invisible; at first. When watching a recorder or a display, the images are
recreated in real time; 30 or 60 FPS. But the time from when the picture was taken and when it
arrives can be many seconds. Latency is an accumulation of transport time needed to move the
number of bits required for the decoder to buffer and start the reconstruction process and the
amount of calculation required at both ends to accomplish the CODEC function. As available
bandwidth reduces, the amount of calculation increases (more compression) and more bits must
be buffered and traverse the transport mechanism. The CODEC calculation time depends on the
power of the computer and software available at each end. The available bit rate (bandwidth
become a dominant factor in sizing the buffers needed to absorb compression variation.

The CODEC suppliers will quote end-to-end latency, but it is usually based on a loop signal
stream from input (encode) to output (decode) directly. H.264 is in the 1-2 even 3 second ranges
depending on mode. JPEG 2000 can be fast, in the 45 ms range. Even this will not meet the
needs of range timing. Remember, buffer time and transmission time have not been factored in
to these values.

Clearly given the variability of latency, precisely knowing when a picture was taken by a video
source is much more challenging in the digital video world than what we have known in the
analog video world.

Where to time stamp

If the time an event is recorded is important, as it usually is, where in the chain to mark it must
change as the transition is made from analog to digital video.

In order to time correlate many video streams and other sensors, the accuracy of image time
stamps is critical. In analog video streaming, the time between picture at the camera and video at
the recorder or display is usually MUCH less than a frame interval, less than a millisecond. It is
dominated by propagation delay over the medium through which it is transported. Therefore,
time stamping an image or edge/line encoding a video stream at the receiving site has little
impact on the accuracy of measurement. This is what has been done in the industry for 35 years.

While there is a SMPTE time code place in the SDI stream, SMPTE time code marks only hours,
minutes, seconds and frame number since the last 1 second mark. Since video time marks in
instrumentation environments require time stamps having resolution down to microseconds in
some cases, standard SMPTE time code is not adequate for this purpose. Further, not all
cameras support any time stamping or synchronization to a time source such as GPS or IRIG B.

In analog video, time stamps are placed as overlay on the video and/or in the video with edge
encoding. Digital video compression may compromise these methods if accomplished at the
camera source via a pixel swap overlay on the original stream before insertion into the transport
system. Time stamping must be accomplished at the video source to ensure accurate results.

As mentioned earlier, SDI video streams have ANC packets that are intended to store data. This
area of the stream is losslessly compressed if compressed at all. ANC packets are intended for
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data read by a computer and are preserved to ensure it can do so. Therefore, a place to insert
time stamps and other information is in the ANC packets. Still; this must be accomplished at
the source side to ensure time accuracy and avoid the effects of latency. It may also be
important if the location of the source is moving and accurate position data is needed.

Much work has been done to better utilize the metadata in an SDI stream for instrumentation
purposes. This has been a particularly important area of UAV research. The results of the UAV
effort have been formalized in NATO STANAG 4609. In this public standard, a format for
accurate time stamping and marking of other important data in each frame has been developed.
The Predator Program makes use of this standard to fill the ANC with accurate time marks,
lat/long/height information and other image synchronized mission data. ITS used this format as
guidance to insert time in the VANC packets of incoming SDI streams.

Conclusion

Transitioning from analog video to SDI digital video requires a new language and a new set of
tradeoffs to enjoy the higher resolution and maintain the usefulness of the imagery. The
transport infrastructure to move digital video from the camera to the recorder or display plays a
key role in the process and forces time stamping back to the source in these new systems.

Bandwidth limitations introduce the effects of compression which introduce video latency, image
loss and ultimately cause pictures to be lost.

In putting together HD video based systems for testing,

1. Specify video sources that generate SDI.
2. Configure time stamps can be inserted at the SDI source.
3. Require time stamping to be integrated into the SDI metadata.
4. Genlock your video sources.
5. Required that any recording system selected must preserve the metadata.

Also be aware that other data such as text, crosshairs, boresites and markers may also be
compromised by the compression process. Any insertion engine selected should keep display
text and identifiers for these insertion elements in the metadata.

An interoperable system must be selected for decoding the metadata at display time. Such a
system should serve as a decoder, read the metadata and offer controls to define where and if
such data should be displayed on the video stream. This capability enables the user to move or
remove annotation as the display is presented should an event of interest be obscured.
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